In time-series analyses and particularly in finance, generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models are widely applied statistical tools for modelling volatility clusters (i.e. periods of increased or decreased risks). In contrast, the spatial dependence in conditional second moments of spatial and spatiotemporal processes has been considered rather uncritical until now. Only a few models have been proposed for modelling local clusters of increased risks. In this paper, we introduce a unified spatial and spatiotemporal GARCH-type model, which covers all previously proposed spatial autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models but also introduces novel spatial GARCH (spGARCH) and E-GARCH processes. For this common modelling framework, maximum-likelihood estimators are derived. In addition to the theoretical contributions, we suggest a model selection strategy verified by a series of Monte Carlo simulation studies. Eventually, the use of the unified model is demonstrated by an empirical example. In particular, we focus on real-estate prices from 1995 to 2014 in all Berlin ZIP-code areas. For these data, a spatial autoregressive model has been applied, which shows locally varying model uncertainties captured by the spatial GARCH-type models.
Introduction
Recently, some papers have dealt with the extension of generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models to spatial and spatiotemporal processes (e.g. Otto et al. 2016 Otto et al. , 2018 Otto et al. , 2019 Matsuda 2017, 2018a,b) . Whereas the classical ARCH model is defined as a process over time, these processes use multidimensional support. Thus, these models allow for spatially dependent second-order moments, while the local means are uncorrelated and constant in space (see Otto et al. 2019) . However, direct extensions of GARCH and exponential GARCH (E-GARCH) processes to spatial settings do not exist. However, Matsuda (2017, 2018b ) introduced a random process incorporating elements of GARCH and E-GARCH processes, which is neither a GARCH nor an E-GARCH process. Moreover, Otto et al. 2016 only focused on spatial ARCH processes without considering the influences from the realised, conditional variance at neighbouring locations. Thus, we introduce a novel unified spatial GARCH (spGARCH) model, which covers all previously proposed models and introduces a spGARCH and E-GARCH process for the first time. For all these models, we propose a common estimation procedure based on the maximum-likelihood approach. From a practical perspective, this unified spatial GARCH model can be used to model spill-over effects in the conditional variances. That means that an increasing variance in a certain region of the considered space would lead to an increase or decrease in the adjacent regions, depending on the direction (sign) of the spatial dependence. Local climate risks, such as fluctuations in the temperature, precipitation, and so on, or financial risks in spatially constrained markets, such as the real-estate or labour market, could be modelled using this approach. Furthermore, spatial GARCH-type models can be used as error models for any linear or nonlinear spatial regression model to account for local model uncertainties (i.e. areas where the considered models perform worse than in the remaining areas). Such model uncertainties can also be considered a kind of local risk. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we introduce spatial GARCH-type models and the unified approach. Moreover, we discuss several examples of spatial GARCH-type processes including both new models. In the ensuing section, the estimation procedure is briefly described. These theoretical sections are followed by a section where we discuss the insight gained from simulation studies and a section on a real-world example. We model spatial interactions in the real-estate prices in the German capital of Berlin. In Section 5, we stress some important extensions for future research and conclude the paper. In addition to providing all proofs, we discuss further theoretical results on the moments of the process in the Appendix.
Spatial and Spatiotemporal GARCH-Type Models
Let {Y (s) ∈ R : s ∈ D s } be a univariate stochastic process, where D s is a set of possible locations in a multidimensional space. For instance, D s can be a subset of the q-dimensional set of real numbers R q , the q-dimensional set of integers Z q , or the Cartesian product R v × Z l , where Engle (1982) , the vector of observations is given by the nonlinear relationship
where h = (h(s 1 ), . . . , h(s n )) and ε = (ε(s 1 ), . . . , ε(s n )) is a noise component, which is later specified in more detail.
A Unified Approach
For the unified approach, we assume that a known function f exists, which relates h to a vector
For the spatial and spatiotemporal GARCH-type models, this vector X can be specified as
with a measurable function g(ε) = (g 1 ( ), . . . , g n ( )) . The weighting matrices W 1 = (w 1,ij ) i,j=1,...,n and W 2 = (w 2,ij ) i,j=1,...,n are assumed to be non-negative with zeros on the diagonal (i.e. w ij ≥ 0 and w ii = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n). Moreover, α = (α i ) i=1,...,n defines the level of unconditional variance, where α i > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. The existence of the inverse function of f guarantees that we can associate directly each X to h and vice versa. Thus, the process is real-valued and well-defined if the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled.
..,n . Suppose that rk(I − W 2 ) = n and that f : (0, ∞) → R has an inverse function, then Equations (1) and (2) have exactly one real-valued solution Y given
To ensure that an inverse function f −1 exists, it is sufficient to assume that f is a continuous and strictly increasing function on (0, ∞). If f is unknown, it could also be estimated using a nonparametric function estimator, such as kernel estimators or splines. However, in this work, we always assume that f is known. The case of an unknown function f will be the subject of a future paper. Furthermore, spatial GARCH processes of this type are strictly stationary, if the errors ε are strictly stationary. This unified representation allows us to model a large range of GARCH-type models with symmetric and asymmetric dependence in the conditional variances. Depending on the definition of f and g, the resulting spatial GARCH-type models have different properties; thus, they are suitable for different empirical applications. In the next sections, we discuss the choices of f and g for the above-mentioned spatial ARCH model (cf. Otto et al. 2018 ) and GARCHlike models (cf. Matsuda 2017, 2018a) as well as the novel spatial equivalent of the GARCH model introduced by Bollerslev (1986) , the exponential GARCH model by Nelson (1991) , and the log-GARCH models (cf. Pantula 1986; Geweke 1986; Milhøj 1987) . For some of these spatial GARCH-type models, the determination of g(ε) is not straightforward. In these cases, it is easier to replace g(ε) in (2) with γ(Y ) = (γ 1 (Y ), . . . , γ n (Y )) . It is worth noting that both approaches are equivalent if the process is invertible.
2.1.1 Example 1: Spatial ARCH and GARCH processes Otto et al. (2016 Otto et al. ( , 2018 Otto et al. ( , 2019 assumed that
where
, and W 2 is a zero matrix. This model is the direct extension of the ARCH process by Engle (1982) to spatial and spatiotemporal processes. Otto et al. (2018 Otto et al. ( , 2019 analysed this model in detail. They showed under what conditions the process is strictly stationary and determined the conditional and unconditional moments. They proved that if the matrix W 1 is an upper diagonal or a lower diagonal matrix (i.e. the process is oriented), then the conditional variance of the process is equal to h(s i ) (i.e. the variance knowing the observations of all surrounding stations is equal to h). Thus, this quantity has the same interpretation as in the time domain, which makes the model quite attractive. However, in the case of an arbitrary weight matrix, this assumption is no longer satisfied. They considered the situation in which W also depends on an additional parameter and discussed the choice of the weight matrix. They showed that the maximum-likelihood estimators are asymptotically normally distributed for directed processes. Indeed, the spatial ARCH process can be easily extended to a spGARCH process by considering the realised values of h(·) in adjacent locations.
This leads to
Note that we refer to this particular model as spGARCH, whereas spatial GARCH-type models cover spGARCH, spatial E-GARCH and log-GARCH models as well as further approaches for modelling conditional heteroscedasticity in space. Because
if the inverse exists. Consequently,
, where ε (2) = (ε(s 1 ) 2 , . . . , ε(s n ) 2 ) .
Example 2: Spatial E-GARCH process
The following second example provides a completely new class of spatial GARCH-type models, namely exponential GARCH models for spatial and spatiotemporal data by analogy to the E-GARCH model by Nelson (1991) . The aim of the E-GARCH model is to describe asymmetries in a return process. This is caused by the leverage effect (i.e. an investor reacts differently to negative and positive news; see e.g. Day and Lewis 1992; Engle and Ng 1993; Heynen et al. 1994 ). Such behaviour may also arise in spatial settings. For the spatial E-GARCH process,
we choose f (x) = log(x) and g i (ε) = g(ε(s i )) for all i with a known function g, which may depend on further parameters. Classically, g is
to allow for differently weighted symmetric and asymmetric effects. Thus, the i-th component of X is given by
Further, (6) shows that
Because of taking the logarithms, the process shows multiplicative dynamics while it possesses additive dynamics in the case of an spGARCH process (cf. Francq and Zakoian 2011) . Now,
Inserting this into (6) leads to
where G = (g (ε(s 1 )) , . . . , g(ε(s n ))) . Thus, the right side of (8) is a function of ε, say f (ε).
Suppose that f is invertible. Then, we obtain
and γ i (Y ) = g(ε(s i )).
Example 3: Hybrid spatial GARCH process
Sato and Matsuda (2017, 2018a,b) considered a slightly different choice of h. They proposed
This model can be considered a hybrid model. It uses GARCH and E-GARCH attempts (i.e.
f (x) = log(x) and γ i (Y ) = log(Y (s i ) 2 )). However, it is neither a GARCH nor an E-GARCH process, even for one-dimensional support, where q = 1, corresponding to temporal processes.
The authors use the log-transformation to avoid any non-negativity problems of h, which arise in the spGARCH model. Using the notations from the previous section, (10) can be rewritten as
L . Now, it follows that
Consequently,
L .
Example 4: Spatial log-GARCH process
A spatial log-GARCH process can be defined analogously to the log-GARCH process by Pantula (1986); Geweke (1986); Milhøj (1987) by choosing
where b > 0. In this case, an explicit solution of (9) exists because
It is important to note that the hybrid model collapses to the spatial log-GARCH model, if the structures of the weighting matrices W 1 and W 2 are identical. Classically, it is assumed that W 1 = ρW * 1 and W 2 = λW * 2 with the predefined, known matrices W * 1 and W * 2 . In this case, there is a nonlinear dependence between ρ and λ, ensuring that det(I+0.5ρbW 1 −λW 2 ) = 0 (cf. Elhorst et al. 2012 ). Finally, we provide a brief overview of the considered spatial GARCH-type models and the function associated with these models in Table 1 . Besides the novel models, we also show how the functions must be chosen for the models introduced by Otto et al. (2016 Otto et al. ( , 2018 ; Otto (2019); Sato and Matsuda (2017) .
[ 
Statistical Inference
To obtain parameter estimators for the unified spatial GARCH model, we derive the likelihood functions. From (2), we obtain
is given by
The indicator function on a set A is denoted by I {A} (x). Following the inverse function theorem, the inverse function exists in a neighbourhood of all points, for which the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is not equal to zero. In that case, we have ε = ξ(Y ). In the above considered special cases, the inverse function ξ is easily obtained. For instance, the inverse function for the spatial E-GARCH model is given in (9). For the spGARCH and the hybrid spatial GARCH (H-GARCH) models, it holds that ε(
. If the inverse function exists, then the transformation rule can be applied, and it leads to the likelihood function
For the four examples considered above, it holds that
In the Appendix, we discuss how the partial derivatives
can be obtained for the abovementioned models.
Computational Implementation and Simulation Studies
In the ensuing sections, we focus on the practical applications of all discussed spatial GARCHtype models. In particular, we discuss the computational implementation and the insight we gained from the Monte Carlo simulation studies. Eventually, all these spatial GARCH-type models are applied to a real-world example. Below, we assume that W 1 = ρW * 1 , W 2 = λW * 2 , and α = α1, where W * 1 and W * 2 are nonstochastic spatial weight matrices with zeros on the diagonal. Moreover, ρ and λ are assumed to be non-negative and α is a positive constant. Using (13) and assuming that ε 1 , . . . , ε n follow the same distribution f ε independently, the parameters can be estimated by the maximum-likelihood approach, that is,
Indeed, additional parameters of g(ε) can be estimated in the same way for the spatial E-GARCH and spatial log-GARCH. We computationally implemented the unified approach in the R-package spGARCH from version 0.2.0. The package provides several main functions, namely a random number generator for spatial GARCH-type models, a function for parameter estimation for both spatial GARCH-type and mixed spatial autoregressive models with spatial GARCH-type residuals. We refer to Otto (2019) for a detailed description of the package.
For the models discussed above, the functions f , g/γ, and the partial derivatives
are prespecified, if the type is set to spGARCH, e-spGARCH, or log-spGARCH. Hence, there is no need for manual implementation. Regarding the error distribution f ε , the package implements standard normally distributed random errors for the E-GARCH, log-GARCH, and spGARCH models. In the latter case, the normal distribution is truncated if there is no permutation such that the weighting matrix is a triangular matrix. We want to compare the considered spatial GARCH-type models. How well does the spGARCH model fit the data if it follows an E-GARCH, log-GARCH or H-GARCH model in reality? What do we lose when choosing the wrong model and how different are the models from each other? For model selection, the criteria based on the maximum value of the likelihood function can be used, such as the Akaike or Schwarz information criteria. Because the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) would tend to select a rather parsimonious model, we kept the number of unknown parameters constant for all models (i.e. Θ = 0.5, ζ = 0, and b = 2) that are assumed to be known for estimation.
Thus, the models can be selected directly from the attained maximum likelihood.
To evaluate the performance of this model selection procedure, we performed a simulation study on a 20 × 20 spatial unit grid (i.e. D s = {s = (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ Z 2 : 1 ≤ s 1 , s 2 ≤ 15}), resulting in n = 15 2 = 225 observations. For m = 1000 replications, we simulated spGARCH, spatial H-GARCH, log-GARCH, or E-GARCH processes and estimated all four models. The weighting matrices W * 1 and W * 2 were chosen to be row-standardised Rook's and Queen's contiguity matrices, respectively. Furthermore, the upper diagonal elements were set to zero to avoid negative values h(s i ), which may arise while simulating spGARCH processes. Thus, the processes can be interpreted as directional spatial processes with the origin in the upper right corner. The average values of logarithmic likelihood are reported in Table 2 . Moreover, the percentages of cases in which the models were selected by this procedure are given in parentheses. The correct model was selected in the majority of cases. Generally, we observe three different groups of models. While the H-GARCH and log-GARCH models lead to similar results and values of the log-likelihood, the spGARCH and E-GARCH models are different with respect to the average log-likelihood and their model fit. In contrast to a spGARCH process having additive dynamics, the spatial E-GARCH process has a multiplicative structure. Thus, spGARCH processes behave differently to spatial E-GARCH processes, and it is important that the correct model is selected. In fact, the average values of log-likelihood of the spGARCH and E-GARCH models are not similar. On the contrary, we observe similar values for the H-GARCH and log-GARCH approaches. As the hybrid model would be identical to the spatial log-GARCH process, if
, only a few links in the weighting matrix distinguish between these two models. Thus, these models are more similar than the spGARCH and E-GARCH models.
[ Table 2 
Real-World Application: Condominium Prices in Berlin
In markets that are constrained in space, one can typically expect locally varying risks. Typical examples for such markets are the real-estate or labour markets. In the first case, the prices of properties highly depend on the locations of the real estate and the prices in the surrounding locations. Similarly, the labour market is also often constrained in space due to the limited mobility of labourers. On one hand, we observe conditional mean levels varying in space, so-called spatial clusters. On the other hand, we also may expect locally varying price risks, which can be considered local volatility clusters. Indeed, the proposed spatial GARCH-type models could capture such spatial dependencies in the conditional variance. This motivates why we consider condominium prices on a fine spatial scale. In particular, we analyse the relative changes of the Box-Cox transformed prices from 1995 to 2014 in all Berlin ZIP-code regions (i.e. To account for the dependence in the local means, we first estimated the coefficients of a classical spatial autoregressive model (see, e.g. Lee 2004 ) and then fitted the spGARCH, spatial E-GARCH, and log-GARCH models to the residuals of this autoregressive model. Hence, the GARCH parameters can be interpreted as local model uncertainties of the linear spatial autoregressive model. In Table 3 , we summarise the fitted parameters of the models. Since, we have chosen W * 1 = W * 2 = W * , the fitted log-GARCH model coincides with the hybrid model.
According to the BIC, the spatial E-GARCH models fit the residual process the best. Obviously, positive spatial dependence exists in the conditional heteroscedasticity of the residuals because all parameters are positive. This implies that clusters of higher model uncertainties and, therefore, larger prediction intervals exist. Moreover, these uncertainties spill over to the neighbouring ZIP-code regions. More precisely, we would observe multiplicative dynamics of the conditional variances for the best-fitting E-GARCH attempt. Because we would not expect asymmetry effects, ζ has been set to zero. Eventually, we report Geary's C as measure for spatial dependence of the residuals and squared residuals.
[ Table 3 about here.]
Discussion and Conclusions
Recently, a few papers have introduced spatial ARCH and GARCH-type models that allow modelling an instantaneous spatial autoregressive dependence of the heteroscedasticity. In this paper, we propose a unified spatial GARCH model covering all previous approaches. Along with these spatial ARCH-type processes, we introduce a novel spGARCH and E-GARCH model.
Due to the flexible definition of the model as a set of functions, we can derive a common estimation and model selection strategy for all these spatial GARCH-type models based on the maximum-likelihood principle. However, the dependence structure does not necessarily have to be interpreted in a spatial sense. Thus, we briefly discuss a further example below. The "spatial" proximity could also be defined as edges in networks. In such cases, W 1 and W 2 would be interpreted as adjacency matrices. For instance, one might consider financial returns of several stocks as a network, where only those assets are connected that were correlated at more than a certain threshold. This could lead to a financial network, as shown in Figure 3 . Thus, spGARCH models can be used to analyse information, whether volatility, risk, or spill-overs from one stock to another, if they are close to each other within a certain network.
In future research, the spatial GARCH attempt for modelling volatility clusters in networks should be analysed in more detail.
[ Figure 3 about here.]
In the second part of the paper, we evaluated the performance of both the parameter estimation and model selection procedure using a Monte Carlo simulation study. As this unified approach is already available in the R-package spGARCH, we briefly sketched its computational implementation. Eventually, the use of the novel model is illustrated using an empirical example. More precisely, we have shown how model uncertainties can be described by an exponential spatial GARCH model. This is the reason we analysed local price changes in the real-estate market in Berlin. In this paper, we assumed that suitable functions of the unified model framework are known. Hence, it is possible to maximise certain goodness-of-fit criteria to obtain the bestfitting model. However, these functions can also be estimated by a nonparametric approach, for instance by penalised or classical B-splines. This is the subject of a forthcoming paper.
Appendix Proofs and Further Results on the Stochastic Properties of the Unified Approach
Initially, we provide the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.
Theorem 1. The result follows with straightforward calculations.
is a measurable function of (ε(s 1 ), . . . , ε(s n )) , it is strictly stationary as well.
Further, we want to make statements on the moments of Y , for which we assume that ε is sign-symmetric, that is,
Let c i denote the i-th component of the vector (I − W 2 ) −1 α and d i indicates the i-th row of
Theorem 2. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. a) Let k ∈ IN . Suppose that f −1 is a convex function. If the 2kth moments of ε exist and
• If ε is sign-symmetric, then Y (s i ) is a symmetric random variable. All odd moments and all conditional odd moments of Y (s i ) are zero, provided that they exist.
Theorem 2. a) Because 2|ab| ≤ a 2 + b 2 , it follows that
2k is convex as well. Using the inequality of Jensen, we obtain
Thus, the result follows.
b) The first part follows immediately because
Moreover,
this quantity is zero.
Partial Derivatives SpGARCH
Using (5), one can derive
for the spGARCH model. To be precise, we obtain
.
From (Harville, 2008, 8.15) , it follows that
where w j denotes the j-th column of W.
Hybrid Spatial GARCH
Similarly, we can derive the derivative for the spatial H-GARCH model using (12), that is,
Exponential and Logarithmic Spatial GARCH
Finally, for the spatial E-GARCH, it holds using (8) that
where G = (g(ε(s 1 ), . . . , g(ε(s n ))) and 
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